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“The Future Belongs to The Curious”
In this powerfully thought provoking keynote, your people will see that change
is an inevitable and unavoidable part of life, and – on the whole – the world is
actually a far better place because of it.
Engaged by Chris’s generous helping of humour, they will experience powerful
myth busting stories and surprising statistics that will get them to open up to the
incredible possibilities the future holds. Your audience will be left smiling and
thinking “the future is actually looking kind of awesome, I want some of that, let’s
go!” And they’ll then be less resistant to change in your business, and far more
open to whatever innovation drive or change programme you need them to
embrace.
All with a smile on their faces!
The net result is that you and your people confidently stride into the future with a
positive view on change that drives innovation and keeps your business ahead of
the curve, growing and adapting for the long term.

Topics: Technology - Health - Environment - Economy
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“Chris is an entertaining, enthusiastic and
informative speaker, who manages to fully
engage the audience. Even with knowledge “More knowledge of how the internet
on the topic, I was furiously scribbling downworks in his little finger than Brin, Page
notes during his presentation on site speed and Zuckerberg combined. See him
now. Or don’t, and see sales suffer.”
optimisation.”
Nick Wilsdon, Search Product Owner,
Vodafone Group Plc

Janusz Stabik - GYDA

Chris is one of his kind with his deep knowledge on SEO
and his familiar tone of voice, he will charm you from the
beginning till the end of his presentations.
Fernando Angulo - Head of International Partnerships at SEMrush

Chris is one of his kind with his deep knowledge on SEO and his familiar tone of voice, he
will charm you from the beginning till the end
of his presentations

More knowledge of how the internet works
in his little finger than Brin, Page and Zuckerberg combined. See him now. Or don’t, and
see sales suffer.

Barry Adams - Founder Polemic Digital

Janusz Stabik - GYDA

Chris always brings great actionable insights
into his talks in a whirlwind furry of humor,
data and real world examples rooted in site
speed and optimization. It’s always a pleasure
working with Chris either on stage or on a
web dev project.

Chris is an entertaining, enthusiastic and
informative speaker, who manages to fully
engage the audience. Even with knowledge
on the topic, I was furiously scribbling
down notes during his presentation on site
speed optimisation.

Jennifer Hoffman - DeepCrawl Marketing Director

Nick Wilsdon, Search Product Owner, Vodafone Group Plc

Delivering hugely entertaining and
humorous Keynotes all over the world on
what is to come and why your audience
should be curious and not scared of change.
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